
From: Alan Cotterell  

Sent: 18 August 2015 14:29 
To: Annette Feeney 

Subject: My comments on the two files that you sent me from the CIL planning Inspector 

 

Hi Annette,   

here are my comments on the introduction of local 'CIL' charges; 

 

 

Dear HMG Planning Inspector, Mr Wright, 

 

My first observation on the two latest data files sent to me for comment upon, ie. one for Mid 

Suffolk Council and the other from Babergh District Council, which struck me as very odd, 

was that both files contained the exact same data-byte content, ie. 168kbytes each, 

exactly!  One could simply assume from that alone that both files therefore had the very same 

content and yet they do not! That could also be construed as being deliberate or even 

'contrived', if one believed in conspiracy theories. 

 

The difference between the content is extremely important, if one is considering  building 

new homes on a small 'brown-field' site.  It would appear that BDC wishes to ensure that 

35% of all new build houses should be 'affordable' and yet I understand that Mid-Suffolk 

council state that for 5 or less new homes no 'affordable' requirement will be imposed, a 

far more sensible solution.   

 

That is a radical difference between these two, 'co-operating councils'. This alone could affect 

where any future new homes now get built. Why can't both councils operate the same rules in 

the same way, why make things even more complicated and why even introduce 'CIL' at all if 

HMG really wishes to meet its committed 250,000 new homes/annum because very small 

sites will now become totally un-viable. Everything will then be built upon 'green-field' sites 

for economies of scale. That will then leave many 'brown-field- sites totally unused. Yet, 

everyone wants such spaces to be used up completely first  before any 'green-fields'. With 

'CIL' this will not happen. It's therefore a  complete nonsense! It would appear that HMG 

now only wishes to deal with the 'big developers', small ones will be forced out of business. 

That will be a big mistake! 

 

An average new build on a small brown-field site  at a BDC charge of £125/sq will increase a 

new good sized  4 bed house costs by £18,000/home. Nobody can stay in business without 

passing on these costs involved and hence an ever higher new home prices will result for 

all.  How does that make new homes 'affordable'? 

 

Then the unintended consequence of 'CIL' will soon  have it's undesired affect, ie. when 'joe-

public' quickly realises the implication of 'CIL', ie. a state backed 'free monetary gift' 

whenever they come to sell their existing home, simply by calculating their existing total 

floor area, then multiplying that by what their councils 'CIL' charge for new builds, 
since that's what will be charged for anyone building a very similar sized new property, 

and  by simply adding that 'notional charge'  on top of their current estimated home value 

right now, whenever they do decide to sell, they can extract a nice 'CIL' premium.  Thus 

forcing all house prices even higher. Is that HMG's desired outcome? I don't believe so, but it 

will obviously happen. The other crazy thing about 'CIL' is that it includes garage floorspace 

which is 'non living space', so again that is unfair. Could it be another way to limit modern 

family car usage? The end result of all this is patently obvious, more homes will now be built, 



but ever smaller in size, rendering them them virtually uninhabitable.  That will then force 

more and more  families on the mercy of their local councils, to seek and help to provide 

them with more suitable accommodation and hence, as usual,  the UK taxpayer will be called 

upon to save the day. 

I hope that these comments will help those many vested interested parties to understand the 

real long term unintended implications when tinkering with UK planning policy. 

I personally had hoped to build a few homes on a small site that I own but alas, I am not 

willing to stump up £100k, up front, to my council, even before any work commences and 

add it back onto the end sale price. If this situation now starts to occur right across England, 

then the past 3 months latest HMG quarterly construction growth figures of 0% will now 

become the norm.  Then a panic will really take hold in local government. 

 

Finally, 

 

I cannot believe the affect 'CIL' will have on 'Self-builders' who currently build 12,000 

homes/annum.  With A 'CIL' charge being attached to their home deeds for 3 years, hanging 

over their heads. This never existed in the past.  What will happen if they ever need to move 

for a job or get divorced etc. When word gets around, many may well be 'put off' from ever 

helping the nation to meet its desired new homes requirement. 'CIL' must now be repealed 

ASAP or HMG will never even begin to reach the desired numbers of new homes. Then all 

those existing homes will continue to rocket in price. 

Alan Cotterell  

 


